Cannibal Kids
Not comfortable “just being a South Florida band” Cannibal Kids have toured America several
times with alarming success! Emanating from the southernmost part of Florida in a place called
Homestead, four young men laid claim to their strange name, Cannibal Kids several years ago.
Upon entering an abandoned school, the mischievous lads came upon a guidance counselor’s
filing cabinet and pulled out a folder containing information about a young student who had a
desire for human flesh! This of course freaked the boys out as they fled the scene. Upon
gathering their thoughts, they thought their experience would be a great starting point for their
newly formed band and Cannibal Kids was born!
Playing gigs from South Florida all the way to Seattle this band performs high energy concerts
to their adoring crowds. Damian Gutierrez is the lead singer who is playful and focused all at the
same time. Whether leading his audience into sing alongs or prancing the stage Damian’s
perpetual energy is alive for every performance!
Cannibal Kids has a story to tell. There are essentially two equal parts to the band. There is the
studio band and the touring band.
Original member, Dustin Diaz is a creative soul but is somewhat of a recluse. Mr. Diaz prefers to
toil in his musical laboratory more so than to perform on stage. At first this was a huge concern
for the band. How could they make this work? Needless to say, the band has figured out exactly
what to do. Dustin stays at home and continues to be a creative force and the band continues
with a guitar player that fits the Cannibal Kids groove for live gigs.
So, for those of you keeping score at home…The current CK lineup is Damian Gutierrez on
Lead Vocals and Rhythm Guitar, Dustin Diaz on Lead Guitar, and Luke Faulkingham on Drums.
The group that goes out on tour is…
Damian and Luke with Marty Quinn on Bass, Eli Feingold on Keyboards and Trombone and
Bennett Wyler on Lead Guitar.
It’s the best of both worlds. What could have been a catastrophe has turned out to be a blessing
for the band.
The groups first album “Bloom” includes “Troubled Mind” a song that has garnered the most air
plays for Cannibal Kids up to this date. It’s a song that fans of the band can’t wait to hear live!
Other great tracks include “Graphing” and “My Boy/My Girl.” This leads us to their second most
successful single “Love Girl” which led to their second outstanding ‘LP “deadheads” featuring
stalwart tracks “Voicemail” and “Save Me The Time.”
Plans now include new singles and videos and a new album! The newest song to be on the
lookout for is “Worms” a song Damian considers to be his high point as a songwriter so expect
great things!
Look for Cannibal Kids coming to your town soon!
https://www.cannibalkids.com/home

